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The origin of al-Azhar Park as an initiative of the Aga Khan Trust for Culture (AKTC) 
has been discussed at a summary level in the first section of this publication. It is 
important to explore the nature of the Park’s development in further detail in order to 
understand the full scope of the Cairo urban area development initiative. It has been 
seen that the 1984 seminar organized in Cairo by the Aga Khan Award for Architecture  
 – “The Expanding Metropolis: Coping with the Urban Growth of Cairo” – reflected 
intense international attention within professional and planning circles on historic 
cities that have experienced immense pressures from urban growth. This interest 
stemmed from evidence of inappropriate urban planning techniques in many  historic 
cities, where the mediation between heritage protection and conservation and  
new systems of infrastructure, transport and even building types led to insertions in 
 historic districts that threatened the existence of this same heritage.

The “new town movement” and its predecessor, the “garden city movement”  earlier 
in the twentieth century, were promoted as solutions to urban congestion, poor 
 sanitary conditions and growing urban populations. Later movements and paradigms, 
such as the regional city and city of towers (and its pinnacle, the Corbusian ideal city),  
deriving from these and other sources, raised questions of scale and placed a pre-
mium on large, monolithic urban structures often standing more or less alone and 
taking into account the increase of car ownership and new forms of congestion. What 
was seen as “good for the West” was seen in many other areas as being good for their 
cities as well.

Throughout the same period, the urban heritage and significance of Historic Cairo 
did not go unnoticed, even if the proposed strategies were varied. Most groups who 
have tried to propose solutions to this challenge have underestimated the enormity 
of the task of safeguarding the built heritage of Historic Cairo. As one specialist and 
writer on architectural preservation has written:

“The sociological and physical survey of Cairo done under Napoleon I was the first 
step toward developing an empirical understanding of the metropolis. In 1880 [sic],  
a nongovernmental group, the Comité des Monuments de l’Art Arabe, was formed to 
save the Islamic heritage of the city and to introduce the general principles of Euro-
pean preservation practice. The committee surveyed the city, identified significant 
structures, and undertook a number of meticulous and well-documented restorations… 
the efforts of foreigners attracted international attention to the pressing need to con-
serve endangered historic assets.”1

The hisTory of al-azhar 
Park’s DeveloPmenT 

CAMEroN rAsHTI

Preceding pages, an aerial view of the 
 completed al-azhar Park.

opposite page, al-azhar Park view to the 
 sultan hassan mosque.

above, the main spine.

Challenges anD oPPorTuniTies
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In many ways, globally in the 1980s and more recent periods, the scene was set for  
a confrontation of movements: “new” urban planning systems2 were difficult to rec-
oncile with the aims of urban conservation. The nature of the confrontation, however, 
would be different from one city to another.

The challenges of the urban conservation planning and redevelopment of Historic 
Cairo transcend the formal issue of conflicting planning methodologies. Cairo,3 the 
home of more than 21% of Egypt’s estimated 95 million population (2016), has a rela-
tively high urban density of nearly 20,000 people per square kilometre, roughly on  
a par with that of Greater Paris.4 This may not sound very alarming but as one zooms 
into central Cairo, the density level increases to closer to 45,000 people per square 
kilometre.5 Finally, in the district of al-Darb al-Ahmar (ADAA), which comprised the 
AKTC urban area development catchment area, the density was calculated at 90,000 
people per square kilometre. Current densities of Historic Cairo need to be under-
stood in conjunction with its immediate physical geography.

The long-time isolation of the Park site from the inner city of Cairo is better under-
stood when viewed in a larger geographical and geological context. The city of Cairo, 
which has been expanding since its original founding, itself sits largely on an alluvial 
plain overlying approximately 300 metres of unconsolidated sediment, transported 
over the millennia by the Nile. Historic Cairo was founded in the relatively narrow 
flood-plain valley between the Nile and the neighbouring limestone escarpment of 
the Muqattam Hills, which rise to nearly 150 metres above the otherwise flat plain and 
form a natural barrier to the east of the river.

Above, preliminary grading works.

Below, grading of the western slopes.

right, preparation of soil blends in the 
 grading operations.
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Between the alluvial plains and the Muqattam Hills rests an intermediate zone, a struc-
tural plain of sandstone, quartzite and calcareous clay. Characterized by a diverse 
topography, this area features assorted landforms, including hills, ridges, remains of 
petrified forests and shifting sand masses. The Park site falls at the eastern border  
of the alluvial plain, overlooked by the nearby escarpments. The extraordinary levels 
of sediment have played a pivotal part in the physical development and evolution of 
the city and continue to do so today, where certain sites near the central city pose 
complex problems for the support and stability of the increasingly intensive and high-
rise developments – the typical response to the high cost of land. As Cairo continues 
to expand along its eastern and southern edges, the city increasingly extends beyond 
the edge of the alluvial plain and its historic site, into this intermediary plain.

In view of these facts, the regional planning school focus on the larger environ-
mental context is particularly relevant in the case of Cairo. The situation of the  
city’s historic core and newer zones, on both sides of the Nile, and its incremental 
expansion into neighbouring agricultural land as well as the rugged desert high-
lands of the Muqattam Hills, form a meaningful and necessary environmental setting 
for al-Azhar Park. The lack of quality open space within the city has resulted from 
 centuries of growth and containment by the dictates of distance from municipal 
 services, although new ad hoc settlements have defied this natural constraint in 
recent decades.6

While the following text will dwell principally on the landscape and architectural 
response to the barren site that was to be transformed into al-Azhar Park, the ad-
ditional challenge of the Park in mediating from the regional to the local and granular 
level of the Historic City and the adjacent district of al-Darb al-Ahmar and the Ayyubid 
Wall needs to be kept in mind by the reader wishing to comprehend the larger project. 
This account of the development of al-Azhar Park will also argue that as a large, single 
site in central Cairo it has served as an important new social, cultural and environ-
mental focal point or reference in this part of the city, becoming over time an urban 
territory with special meaning for the adjacent historic district of al-Darb al-Ahmar as 
well as metropolitan Cairo.

Left, propagation of plants.

right, the offsite nursery in Tahrir.
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AL-AzhAr pArk in The cOnTexT Of The expAnding greATer cAirO regiOn  
And prOximiTy TO hiSTOric cAirO
Al-Azhar Park, completed in 2005 by the Aga Khan Trust for Culture in the heart of 
 Historic Cairo, has furnished insight, in its development process, into the impetus be- 
hind urban redevelopment and the precarious position of parks within the otherwise 
relentless drive of urban development. The origins of parks, whether humble or grand 
in scale and design, can spring from single acts of vision and, by good design and 
implementation, result in the enhancement of a special site. Land becomes devel- 
oped when it has significant value and that value can be generated by its inherent 
 quality or natural attraction, its location, or both. Even highly unattractive land can 
take on special value in certain circumstances, although, first, the social or economic 
case needs to become compelling for the process to start.

In more recent periods, major parks in inner cities have tended to depend on a 
high degree of coordination by the developing authority and commitment to a major 
social goal in gaining access to a large, under-utilized space. In the  increasingly 
strongly commoditized world of real estate (the market translation of the three-
dimensional space of the landscape designer), the case for open space is one that 
is often hard to construct and harder to defend. When the criteria for judging com-
peting potential uses of central city space are predominantly economic ones, the 

An aerial view of the completed al-Azhar park 
from the south.
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less-intensive, passive, reflective and civic functions of a public park can be difficult, 
in these narrow terms, to promote as a priority, if not as a necessity, for a measure  
of urban balance.

It is, indeed, serendipitous that in Historic Cairo, less than four kilometres from 
the Nile and one kilometre from the Citadel, and abutting the eastern Historic Wall of 
the Ayyubid era, a tract of thirty hectares had remained essentially untouched by the 
residents surrounding the site for more than ten centuries, other than for the purpose 
of tipping loads of debris and rubble from the Historic City over its eastern edge. 
The integrity of the site was in all probability defended by these man-made deposits, 
which gradually reached such levels and heights that the more than one kilometre  
of the Historic Wall along its edge was submerged on the outside face by the undula-
tions and hills of loose fill, up to forty-five metres in depth.

The increasingly prohibitive cost of removing the debris or finding uses for the 
artificial hills, which could support no heavy structures without deep piling, must 
have excluded this tract from the normal pressures of urban development. Initially, 
the Historic Walls set firm and irrefutable limits to the city’s breadth and width. 
 Fortifications on the town’s perimeter were meant to protect and insulate those inside 
from the outside domain, to designate the (protected) internal urban from (unpro-
tected) external rural space. As in many other medieval settlements, the void outside 

A hillside lawn enjoyed for moments  
of relaxation.
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had physical and mental attributes, only eventually worn down in later periods. An 
example of how stretches of the outlying city spaces can be reunited with the inner-
city settlement in their post-medieval phase is illustrated by the development of 
 al-Azhar Park.

The hisToricAl TrAnsformATion of The siTe
Since the founding of Cairo, the cyclical collapse and demolition of man-made struc-
tures have added vast amounts of debris to the overall fill that the city rests on. Large 
areas of Historic Cairo, itself, thus sit on fill from earlier periods. The large-scale 
deposit of such fill in physically discrete zones at the edges of the expanding city 
seems to have been an early practice. The cycle of building decay and demolition and 
subsequent removal as fill to adjacent heaps east of the built city, in the vicinity of the 
Citadel, is noted as having intensified, by one account,7 during the period following 
the end of the Mamluk era (1516).

A travelogue by the French voyager Jean de Thévenot (1633–67) describes, as 
early as 1658, the heights of debris, which nearly hid the high walls surrounding the 
Old City of Cairo. Urban growth during the Turkish era is described as having been 
vigorous on the western side of Cairo while decay was underway on the east. The 
attractions of the Nile on the west and the geological deterrents on the east, outlined 
above, have contributed to this pattern. Maps prepared by the French Expedition  
at the start of the nineteenth century graphically confirm large and well-established 
tracts of man-made hills immediately east of the Ayyubid Wall and north of the 
 Citadel and Bab al-Wazir cemetery.

Reflections of this area are still visible today, in al-Azhar Park’s topography. The 
Park site, known also as the “Darassa Hills”, lies east of the Old City and is character-
ized by northwards running hills, where layers up to twenty to forty metres of fill have 
been found. Unique geological and man-made environmental pressures have jointly 
shaped over millennia, in the one case, and over centuries, in the other, the essential 
physical parameters of what was ultimately to become a park site.

The rATionAle for The siTe’s developmenT As A pArk
While excluded from the Historic City, in recent years the proximity and size of the 
Park site had posed an interesting dilemma to would-be occupants. The disadvan-
tages of its geotechnical properties have been significant enough to create a “quasi-
frontier” to urban growth, while its proximity to the historic core and offer of large 
open space has made it a natural site for transformation. Opportunities to transform 
Cairo’s edges have not gone unnoticed in the last few decades.

The inspired proposal put forth by His Highness the Aga Khan in 1990 to transform 
the rugged site into a municipal park can be singled out as the prime reason for its 
current integrity. The resultant use of it to contain a water reservoir as well as a park 
added complexity, but further underlined the civic function associated with the site, 
reinforcing its place in the public domain.

Parks have historically served well as buffer zones between competing urban uses 
as well as transitional devices in separating or differentiating various intensive dis-
tricts. The surrounding inter-urban routes of al-Azhar Street and Salah Salem, which 
have, over time, become vital transport links, and the discontinuity between al-Darb 
al-Ahmar and the City of the Dead in the east-west direction, and al-Azhar and the 
Citadel to its south, have skirted the site, turning it into such a buffer zone with highly 
contrasting edges and vistas. The housing built on top of sections of the Historic 
Wall on its west, together with signs of squatter activity, signalled a situation that had 

Top, the citadel view restaurant on the 
northern hilltop.

middle, southern flower beds in bloom.

Bottom, the southern lake and the lakeside 
café.
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Above, plan of al-Azhar park.

following pages, the central formal garden 
looking south towards the citadel of cairo.

50 m
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reached a head in terms of urban pressures needing resolution in one form or  
another.

The initiative to develop a park on this large but hemmed-in site turned a corner in 
the evolution of this district, allowing the city to respect its past (the limits of the Old 
City, the more than 1300-metre-long Historic Wall, and the barren expanse of the site) 
while providing significant open space in which the pedestrian – resident or visitor –  
can move through a three-dimensional space in the absence of the ubiquitous car, 
that is, the chance to escape the predominant general urban experience. Surrounded 
on the north, east and part of the west by roadways, the site’s Park space declares a 
local victory of nature and pedestrian movement over the vehicle.

The pArk mAsTer plAn
Sasaki Associates was enlisted, in the earlier stages, to establish with the Trust the 
guiding principles for the Park’s master planning process. In the mid-1990s, this 
included the careful insertion of a Park circulatory system and feature spaces around 
and above the constructed water reservoir. Due to its size, centrality and proximity to 
Historic Cairo, the Park site was assigned a value by its planners, which called for its 
treatment as a metropolitan park in scale.

Al-Darb al-Ahmar’s need for green space was a clear priority from the start. The 
educational or informational value of a multi-purpose park, which could be a large 
gateway to Old Cairo and a platform from which to overlook the monumental skyline 
of the city, was a further objective. While containing walkways and amenities, parks 
are clearly intended to provide plentiful areas of green space. While small parks can 

The lakeside café and its lake in the southern 
meadow.
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thrive on a narrow range of plant life, al-Azhar Park was viewed as a space that would 
encompass a wide diversity of plant form, serving as a central theme itself.

AdvAncing The projecT dUring A firsT WAve of developmenT (1992–96)
The concept master plan had reached a clear level of definition as early as 1996, but 
the project’s advance was delayed by a requisition from the General Organization 
of Greater Cairo (GOGCWS) to the Governorate of Cairo to use the same site for the 
construction of a municipal water reservoir complex, consisting of three large, circu-
lar reservoirs (each eighty metres in diameter) and a pump station to serve the adja-
cent district. In a comparatively short period, the site shifted from its historic derelict 
status to that of strategic importance with respect to the district infrastructure. The 
more “modern” real-estate pressure on the site had begun.

A multi-year programme of excavation, piling and grading works was set in motion 
to construct the reservoir system between 1991 and 1996. The superimposition of this 
water reservoir system on the site inevitably created an additional set of constraints 
in terms of safeguarding the investment value of the infrastructure and the necessity 
to provide maintenance access to the reservoir tanks and distribution lines (including 
a 1400-millimetre-diameter transmission line), which run the length of the Park. A set 
of design guidelines, prepared by the GOGCWS consultant team, established criteria 
for areas of interface between the Park design and the reservoir system. As the AKTC 

The lakeside café east entry.
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team resumed work in the mid-1990s, it was clear that the Park design would need to 
nimbly incorporate the reservoir tank tops into a general master plan.

resUming The design of The pArk
By 1998, a number of preliminary environmental strategies for overcoming the site’s 
geotechnical and soil problems had been advanced and tested, an off-site nursery 
established to commence propagation of a wide range of plants, and a Cairo-based 
landscape architectural team, Sites International, appointed. As lead design consult-
ant, Sites International took on the central organizing role in the development of the 
final master planning and schematic design.

The resultant scheme – developed in 1998–99 – tackled head-on the problem of 
creating a natural, organic landscaped area with an array of amenities next to a dense, 
urban community and medieval monuments. Linkages through gates in the wall with 
the community were sought and, by means of extensive excavation along the Historic 
Wall, the Park topography was brought in cascading slopes down to a new “Historic 
Wall Promenade”, which forms a principal walkway at the base of the Wall and  western 
slopes, interconnected to all parts of the Park. Flatter areas were studied for more 
intensive pedestrian water-viewing opportunities, and the large reservoir tank tops 
were incorporated into the design as special gardens at higher altitudes.

The plaza inside the main entry gate during 
peak period.
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The mAsTer plAn’s response To The siTe chAllenges
In the further development of the master planning of the Park, site analysis capital-
ized on the opportunities offered by the site, deriving from its neglect over the cen-
turies as a result of its exclusion from the living urban fabric of Old Cairo. The Historic 
Wall, a massive defensive system, exceeding 1300 metres along the eastern perimeter 
of the city, represented an absolute edge on the east of the original Fatimid city.  
It was later extended but essentially respected in an outer line built by the Ayyubids. 
It provided, at one stroke, both a limit to sprawl and a magnificent testimony to the 
abilities of military engineering and masonry skills of the twelfth century.

Following a major programme of debris removal and master grading by the Trust, 
involving the excavation and off-site disposal of more than one million cubic metres 
of fill, the experience of the site was radically changed. Excavation of debris to 
depths of seven to eight metres along the eastern face of this Wall and the discovery 
and exposure of a buried 300-metre extension of the Wall along the north re-estab-
lished visually the original scale and importance of the Wall system, and in turn raised 
renewed interest in the archaeological richness of this part of Cairo. Uncovering the 
Wall reinforced the importance of utilizing the Park project not only as general park 
space but also as a platform to view panoramically, and reinterpret, the built heritage 
of Old Cairo. Large areas of the Park sit over twenty metres above the Darb al-Ahmar 
district, while the peaks of the Park hills exceed it by about forty metres. close-up of the stone arches of the entry gate.
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Master grading of the western half of the site from the high fixed points of hills  
and reservoir tank tops to the lowest point of the Historic Wall relieved the original 
steep slopes. The western slopes remain radical from the viewpoint of landscape 
treatment, and design solutions necessitated attention to slope stability, techniques 
of planting, irrigation and drainage in this relatively steep and narrow zone flanking 
the Wall.

The geoTechnicAl chAllenge: 1997–99
Extensive soil physical property tests, initiated in the concept phase, led to the clas-
sification of site fill as being very silty and compressible, with an extremely low  
level of absorbency of water. While variable across the site, the fill had been laid over  
the years without proper compaction. Under light loads and without water, the fill  
nat urally undergoes moderate settlement; upon wetting, the fill compresses under  
its own weight. Geotechnical studies conducted early in the project made it evident 
that anything heavier than light structures would need piling support.

A number of strategies were developed to overcome the inherent problems in the 
site soils in supporting hardscaped and planted areas. While major buildings would 
clearly require piling or raft foundation support, a technique involving the partial 
excavation and replacement of soil in compacted layers of “structural fill”, to depths 
of two to three metres, was found to be sufficient for support of hardscape areas.  
To minimize chances of settlement due to infiltration of water from planted zones,  
an impervious barrier was provided below the compacted layer.

This, in turn, further justified the removal of one to two metres of the top layer of 
existing fill for replacement with a similar barrier and improved soils. Isolation of the 
irrigated top zone, combined with systems of controlled irrigation and below-grade 
drainage, have enabled the planted area to operate independently of the ancient 
 layers of fill below. Wetting agents and mixtures of imported sand and agricultural soil 
further improved the physical soil properties.

The chAllenge of plAnTing on The scAle of The pArk
Most of Egypt and Cairo fall within an extremely arid climate belt, which continues 
westwards across the North African desert. It is the river, the sustenance of much of 
Egypt and Cairo, that allows the Nile valley to avoid the harshness otherwise implicit 
in extremely arid climes. The realities of high temperatures, low humidity, scant rain-
fall and desert winds at certain seasons set possible if stringent criteria for planting 
systems.

A plentiful and reliable source of irrigation water is of critical importance to man-
made gardens in any arid climate. The existence of a pipeline supplying river water 
from the Nile within adjacent Salah Salem Street, on the east of the site, was indispen-
sable. Realizing the growing pressures on available water supplies in the region, irri-
gation system efficiency and the goal of moderating total consumption by selective 
usage of xerophytic plants were set as high priorities.

Despite these climatic extremes, Egypt boasts a wide range of native plants and 
trees, including dry landscape and desert species. The project coincided with a 
phase of significant research and development projects involving desert reclamation, 
the introduction of new irrigation application techniques, and the expansion of com-
mercial farming in Egypt, culminating over recent decades. While landscape archi-
tecture is still struggling for its rightful position as a speciality apart from horticultural 
engineering in Egypt, the level of public and private interest in, and involvement with, 
horticultural issues is significant and growing.

Above, a detail of the formal central garden.

Below, finishing touches to the citadel view 
restaurant.
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The Park project presented a special horticultural case in which highly unusual man-
made environmental conditions were found to be superimposed over the normal 
constraints and challenges found on arid climate sites. Initial testing of existing soil 
and mixtures with various additives over several months demonstrated, in the early 
investigative phases, that a reasonable range of plant types could survive with con-
ditioning of the soil medium. In order to support other than solely xerophytic plant 
types, which can survive in drought-like conditions and tolerate highly saline soil con-
ditions, a programme of soil improvement including additives (sand, agricultural soils, 
gypsum), nutrients and salt flushing by initial irrigation was proposed and tested on 
site. Planting prototypes were established on both flat and highly sloped areas to test 
these options. Feedback from both horticultural and prototype planted areas was an 
essential part of the design methodology.

With approximately two thirds of the site scheduled to be covered by planting 
of various types, sources of sufficient plant stock for 210,000 to 220,000 square 
metres became a significant issue. Despite the presence of a number of commer-
cial nurseries, a decision was taken to establish a limited on-site nursery for the 

The citadel view restaurant: vestibule 
 looking south to the formal garden and the 
main spine.
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plan (above) and section (below) of the 
citadel view restaurant.

10 m

5 m
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above-described horticultural testing and a larger, off-site nursery for propagation 
of the main stock. In an important example of cooperation, the American University 
of Cairo (AUC) made available to the project a plot of fifty feddans in their desert 
agricultural research centre in South Tahrir over a multi-year period for cultivation as 
a Park nursery. The Park’s landscape varies from dry, succulent plants on the western 
slopes to lush, grassy meadows with shade trees, to formal gardens, and finally to 
bustan-like orchard space. The variety of species, particularly native Egyptian plants, 
aimed at establishing a new benchmark for park spaces in the region.

The pArk’s finAl design
Due to size and centrality, al-Azhar Park has, by all accounts, fulfilled a vital  function 
in expanding park and green space available to the public in Greater Cairo, the 
population of which stood close to 17 million in 2002 and is closer to 20 million today 
(2017). The Park attracts visitors from other regions as well. Total annual visitor num-
bers have stabilized at the two million level. The Park design, of necessity, has needed 
to keep this large potential user group in perspective.

The design of the Park sought to make maximum and skilful use of the site’s loca-
tion, elevated topography and unique vistas overlooking Historic Cairo. Generously 
dimensioned pedestrian paths follow the contours in most areas, allowing comfort-
able circuits of the entire Park site. An important exception to the curvilinear path 
system occurs along the main promenade, off the eastern entry gate. Here a formal 
and linear promenade runs along a straight, but descending, course from the Citadel 

panoramic view over cairo and al-Azhar park 
from the manzara café in the citadel view 
restaurant.
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view Restaurant on the northern hill, through the centre of the central tank top, and 
continues 250 metres southwards on axis with the Citadel complex to the south.  
This processional path measures eight metres wide and is flanked on both sides by  
a double row of royal palms and parallel side paths, with pockets for seating.

At an étoile at the southern extreme of this path, the main promenade turns in a 
south-western direction, passing through a compartmentalized, formal garden and 
thence to the Lakeside Café pavilion overlooking a large lake. The outer zones of  
the plain feature an orchard (bustan), which provides shade, a stimulating variety of 
flowering and fruit trees, and further room to stroll. The main promenade and series 
of formal gardens are anchored at each end by the Citadel view Restaurant and  
Lakeside Café pavilions, which provide internal landmarks for the Park. Water features 
provide an additional and traditional theme from Islamic garden typologies, tying  
this central pathway together along its entire length. Water fountains, pools and care-
fully confined water channels are dispersed and lead, ultimately, to the freer form of 
the lake in the south meadow. Lighting was introduced into the Park with maximum 
use of low-level, custom-built bollards and restriction of pole-type light fixtures to the 

views of the lakeside café showing the 
pavilions and details.
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plan (above) and section (below) of the lakeside café.

1  Cascade
2  Open rooms   
3  Jwan 
4  The Tea Pavilion

5  The Chicha Pavilion
6  Public access   
7  Kitchen 
8  Staff cloakroom and lavatories

09  Storage room
10  Container room   
11  Service space 
12  Public lavatories
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parking and eastern edge. Along the main spine, custom marble light towers were 
integrated, as with all seating, into the main spine’s design motifs.

The terrain in the western half of the Park consists predominantly of steep and 
continuous slopes, running from the summits to the foot of the Historic Wall. A con-
tinuous pathway was carved into the hillside at approximately mid-height between 
the walkway along the Historic Wall and the summits of the hills and provides lateral 
access at points to the eastern half. The western hillside is cloaked with flowering 
and succulent plants with luxuriant tones. views are available from the many vantage 
points along the west, across these slopes and the restored Historic Wall to Old Cairo, 
beyond, with its beguiling constellation of monuments and minarets.

The sensitive integration of the recently constructed reservoir tank tops into 
the surrounding Park plan was an important design priority from the start. The Park 
design called for a seating area under trees on the south tank top, with views out 
over the city. The central tank top, in line with the main promenade, contains a formal 
garden symmetrically subdivided into a rich geometric design of landscaped zones. 
Here, associations with historical models of Islamic gardens were evoked in the form 

views through the lakeside café towards the 
minarets of al-darb al-Ahmar on the horizon.
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left, details of the lakeside café entry 
 building ceiling and vault.

right, details of the lakeside café flooring 
and walls. 

of symmetrical layout, inner and outer zones, the defining medium of pools and foun-
tains, and important axes. The northern tank top, easily accessed from the main Park 
as well as from al-Azhar Street from the north, serves as a play area for various age 
groups and in close vicinity to an intimately scaled amphitheatre.

During the course of the Park’s design, significant time and attention was devoted, 
by the Trust, to exploring the potential for a sound, creative and interpretative 
relation ship between the architectural design treatment of key architectural features 
in the Park – in particular, the Lakeside Café pavilion, the Citadel view Restaurant and 
 various plazas – with the architecture of Old Cairo. This enquiry was taken to the level 
of a design competition for the restaurant facility, the outcome of which led to the 
appointment of design architects for each facility, working in close coordination with 
the Park architect. As an intrinsic part of the competition brief, the designs of these 
structures were each informed, in varying ways, by the careful survey of earlier  
examples of Fatimid and Mamluk architecture. These exercises led to the agreement 
by the Trust to construct two food-and-beverage facilities within the Park, described 
in further detail below.
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The citadel view restaurant
Originally conceived as a secluded, five-star restaurant set on the higher hills within 
the Park, the facility design evolved to that of a two-storey facility featuring a full res-
taurant, outdoor terrace, lobby and, upstairs, a tearoom and manzara café. The total 
facility consists of 1300 square metres on the ground floor and 500 square metres on 
the upper level. Access is via the Park main entry and along an internal access drive. 
A dedicated zone for parking (twenty-four cars) was provided opposite the restaurant 
entrance.

The building, designed by architects Rami El Dahan and Soheir Farid, provides a  
traditional shell for the various dining zones within an interpretation of historic Cairene 
architecture. The building’s plan is based on a symmetrical layout whose central axis 
(intriguingly an inner courtyard) passes through an entrance palm court, an entry 
portico and a takhtaboush, before arriving at a terraced garden overlooking the main 
axis of the Park. Along this axis, vistas of the Park’s main promenade and the Citadel 
complex, beyond, can be seen.

The lakeside café
The conceptual design of the Lakeside Café, prepared by architect Serge Santelli,  
is based on a highly geometric array of pavilions set around the sides of a palm court, 
on the east side. On its western end, the café encloses a poolside terrace on three 
sides with the open edge overlooking the lake in the south meadow. While providing 
ample shade and fascinating courtyard areas, the Lakeside Café can be considered 

The facade of the lakeside café showing 
details of the mashrabiyya panels.
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1  Anthony M. Tung, Preserving the World’s 
Great Cities, Clarkson Potter Publishers, New York,  
2001, p. 120.

2  By “urban planning systems”, the  collection 
of current standards, practices and methodolo-
gies is implied. Over the twentieth century, there 
has been a discernable shift in focus of  planners 
from “town planning” to “urban planning”, 
although towns have a more tangible feel and 
“urban areas” are more generic.

3  According to the “World Population 
 Prospects Report”, Greater Cairo had an estimated 
population in 2016 of 20.5 million, up from 9.8 
million in 1990, when the al-Azhar Park project was 
beginning.

4  According to the website portal of Jones 
Lang LaSalle (JLL): “The population  density in 
Inner Paris has reached record levels with over 
20,000 inhabitants per square kilometre,  raising 

Paris just above some major world cities in 
 America and Asia”. See: http://www.grand-paris. 
jll.fr/en/paris/demography/ (accessed on  
17 November 2017).

5  For another source: “The most recent  
data from the Egypt’s statistical authority (the 
Central Agency for Public Mobilization and 
Statistics or CAPMAS) indicates that within the 
Cairo Governorate … the overall urban population 
density is 117,000 per square mile, or 45,000 per 
square kilometre. This means that urbanization 
in the Cairo Governorate is more than 1.5 times 
denser in terms of population than Manhattan and 
the city of Paris”. Source: http://www. 
newgeography.com/content/002901-the- 
evolving-urban-form-cairo (2012) (accessed on  
17 November 2017).

6  Examples of illegal or squatter settlement 
within and around Cairo are numerous. See: Peter 

Sims, Understanding Cairo: The Logic of  
a City out of Control, The American University of 
Cairo Press, Cairo, 2012, as one example.

7  See Janet Abu-Lughod, Cairo 1001 Years 
of the City Victorious, Princeton University Press, 
Princeton, N.J., 1971, p. 52.

8  Donald McNeil, Global Cities and Urban 
Theory, Sage Publications Ltd., London, 2016. In 
his introduction, McNeil notes his special atten-
tion to series of objects or sites that serve to 
concentrate the city and have an amplified effect 
or influence.

an ensemble of indoor-outdoor space. The lakeside zone is further defined by two 
square pavilions at each end of the poolside terrace, enclosed with wood screen 
walls, with intricate detail referring to traditional mashrabiyya panels. In contrast 
to its hilltop counterpart, the Lakeside Café offers light salads, snacks and pastries, 
together with tea and coffee service, depending, naturally, on the time of day.

In the eastern portion, seating is provided under the various twelve shade 
 pavilions, thus offering a shaded seating area on the sides of the palm court. Further 
service spaces are provided in the intermediate zone where one enters the Lakeside 
Café. The palm court serves general Park visitors who wish to relax informally during 
their visit to the Park.

The pArk’s sUsTAinABiliTY And evolUTion
Spaces marked by walkways, pools, hills, greenery and amenities constitute a park’s 
identity at its inception, but parks are unlike buildings and more like living urban 
districts, begging for the life and animation provided by users. Unlike buildings, park 
softscape in particular – its biomass and plant profile – do not stand still but, rather, 
mature over time as its plant life takes root and prospers. Parks rely for sustainability 
on the protection and watchful eye of a supervising entity. This fact was recognized 
by the Governorate of Cairo and the Aga Khan Trust for Culture, and, following con-
struction, both parties entered into a twenty-year ‘Public-Private Partnership’ whereby 
AKTC’s local affiliate, Aga Khan Cultural Services (Egypt), has responsibility on behalf 
of the Governorate for the Park’s operation and maintenance. The experience of the 
Park’s operations is discussed in a later section.

Over time, well-maintained parks also take on significant if less tangible values, 
and this is the case for al-Azhar Park as well. Successful parks inspire residents, pro-
vide joy to viewers and foster civil society in the important realm of leisure and con-
nection to nature and one’s environment. They become the settings for novels, films 
and festivities and often the containers for memories of a society. This is the role that 
al-Azhar Park continues to aspire to over time. In this manner, al-Azhar Park illustrates 
in a positive sense the urban design principle8 that certain sites can “have a dispro-
portionate effect on the surrounding urban territory and have powerful, long-lasting, 
durable impact on their relations with other places, objects and peoples”.

further architectural details in the 
lakeside café.
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After an overwhelming first sight of the magnificent Pyramids, the next impression a 
traveller has when flying over Cairo is of a dusty, ochre sea spreading below him/her 
on both sides of the Nile, with small dots of darker colours that do little to alleviate the 
dull monotony of the landscape. This is modern Cairo, densely laid-out buff-coloured 
buildings that sprawl across miles and miles of former agricultural and desert land 
with few open or green spaces. The only noticeable green is a narrow strip along the 
banks of the river and larger patches of the sports clubs on the island of al-Gazira, 
with the areas of Muhandisin and Heliopolis. Otherwise, the unalleviated expanses 
of ochre are perplexing, to say the least, for a city lying at the apex of the bountiful 
Nile, one of the mightiest rivers in the world and the greening agent of its own valley. 
It is also misleading, insofar as it may imply that Cairo has always been a toneless city 
with very few gardens or parks, when historical records suggest the opposite.

In fact, the city of al-Qahira (Cairo) was originally founded around a bustan, which, 
in modern terminology, is the equivalent of a park. When the Fatimid army arrived in 
AD 969, its leader, Jawhar al-Siqilli, was charged by his master, Caliph al-Muizz li-Din 
Allah, who remained back in Tunis, to establish a new royal city. The general chose  
an area almost two miles north of the then capital of al-Fustat east of the Bustan  
al-Kafuri and laid out the royal enclave that came to be known as al-Qahira. The Bustan 
al- Kafuri was a sizeable jardin de plaisance constructed by Kafur al-Ikhshidi, the wise 
black slave ruler of Egypt between 949 and 968 right before the Fatimid invasion, 
who was unjustly defamed by al-Mutannabi, the most eloquent medieval Arab poet. 
This original siting of al-Qahira is rarely remembered today, especially as the over-
crowded area of al-Muski at the heart of Historic Cairo, where the bustan once stood, 
betrays no hint of its verdant past.

from The fATimids To The mAmlUks
The Bustan al-Kafuri was soon incorporated into the Fatimid Western Palace, built by 
Caliph al-Aziz (975–996), where it more or less maintained its function as a jardin de 
plaisance, this time in a genuine royal context. After the fall of the Fatimids in 1176, 
the palace enclosure was parcelled out and built over by the Ayyubids. In the next 
century and a half, at least four major charitable complexes – of the sultans al-Kamil, 
Qalawun, his son al-Nasir Muhammad, and Barquq – and two amirial palaces – those 
of Baysari and Salar – in addition to a number of hammams and khans, occupied 
the largest part of what used to be the Fatimid Western Palace and its gardens. The 
only vestiges that remained of the palace are found today around the main courtyard 

opposite page, a hilltop lawn used for 
 gathering and recreation.

Above, a recent aerial view of the area of the 
fatimid palaces, where the Bustan al-kafuri 
once stood.

A Brief hisTorY of 
green spAces in cAiro

NASSER RABBAT
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of the once prosperous bimaristan (hospital) of Qalawun, built in 1284, where cof-
fered wooden ceilings with painted animals and floral motifs and marble shadirwan 
(slanted wall fountains) still stand in what is believed to be original Fatimid iwans.  
Of the Bustan al-Kafuri itself, nothing remains.

The Bustan al-Kafuri, however, was not the only famous bustan in medieval Cairo. 
The proximity of the Nile River allowed the powerful and wealthy during the Fatimid, 
Ayyubid and Mamluk periods to exploit its eastern bank – and to a lesser extent its 
western one – and the borders of the several seasonal ponds that formed after its 
annual flood in the low land west of the city to establish huge basatin for their recre-
ation. Most famed are the basatin of Sayf al-Islam (a brother of Salah al-Din al-Ayyubi), 
which lay to the west of where the two magnificent mosques of Sultan Hassan and 
al-Rifa’i stand today and extended towards the no-longer-extant Birkat al-Fil (Pond of 
the Elephant). These basatin were called the gardens of Abbas in Fatimid times and 
were appropriated by Salah al-Din’s family along with the majority of other Fatimid 
properties.

Other famous basatin existed on al-Rawda Island in the middle of the Nile facing 
al-Fustat, which developed in the early Mamluk period on the ruins of a short-lived 
late-Ayyubid citadel. The Rawda citadel was first built by the last Ayyubid sultan of 
Egypt, al-Salih Najm al-Din Ayyub (1240–49) as a place for him and his loyal troops to 
retreat to from the more official Citadel of Cairo. The majority of structures inside it 
and along its walls, including the towers that overlooked the Nile, were of a residential 
nature. The sources mention loggiaa (maqa’id, sing. maq’ad), belvederes (manazir, 
sing. manzara) and halls (qa’at, sing. qa’a) located along the two sides of the Citadel 
facing the river.

Opposite the Citadel, and later on its site after its abandonment, many basatin 
were developed in the early Mamluk period. The memory of these basatin is pre-
served primarily in the waqf documents of buildings that were erected on their sites 

left, shadirwan from the fatimid Western 
palace, now in the restored bimaristan of 
Qalawun.

right, an early 19th-century engraving by 
 pascal coste: view of light structures along 
the khalij (canal), which he called casins.
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and in the books of Khitat, especially the famous Kitab al-Mawa’iz wa-l-I’tibar 
 bi-Dhikr al-Khitat wa-l-Athar (The Book of Moral Sermons and Lessons Derived 
from the Remembrance of Cities’ Traces and Building Remains) of Taqiyy al-Din 
 al-Maqrizi (1364–1442). Al-Maqrizi describes many of these basatin and reports the 
festive events held in them that had ceremonial, recreational, literary or amorous 
aims. From his and others’ descriptions emerges an image of verdant gardens with 
various flowers (narcissus, jasmine, roses, dog roses), shrubs and trees (palm, vine, 
lemon, bitter orange, prune, pear, mulberry, moringa, privet, myrtle, sycamore), and 
some light pavilions and belvederes scattered across the landscape.

Another type of open space, the maydan (translated as hippodrome in this 
 context), flourished in the medieval period, especially under the Ayyubids and the 
Mamluks. Mayadin became essential urban spaces in Cairo – there were eight of 
them at one time or another – as everywhere else in the Islamic world where Turkic 
horsemen ruled and established an equestrian military elite after the Seljuks rose to 
power in the eleventh century. Although they were all large, open and covered with 
grass (najil in medieval terminology), the mayadin were not meant for the use of the 
masses. They were royal establishments for polo games and equestrian exercises 
( furusiyya), the backbone of the Mamluk military organization upon which the new 
regime depended. Sultans Salah al-Din al-Ayyubi (1176–93), al-Kamil Muhammad 
(1218–38), al-Zahir Baybars (1260–76), al-Nasir Muhammad (1293–1341), and Qansuh 
 al-Ghawri (1501–16) are the most famous builders of mayadin in the history of Cairo.

The most important of these mayadin, and the only one that still exists today,  
is the maydan under the Citadel. Planned along with the Citadel by Sultan al-Kamil 
Muhammad for military parades and training, the maydan sits almost on the same 
site as the parade ground built by Ibn Tulun around 876, more than three centuries 
earlier. To judge from the chroniclers’ reports, it had at least three different and inter-
changeable names: the Maydan al-Qal’a (Citadel Maydan), the Qaramaydan (Turkish 

view of the Qaramaydan as depicted in  
the Description de l’Égypte in the early  
19th century.
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for Black Maydan), or the Maydan al-Akhdar (Green Maydan). Many  Mamluk rulers 
refurbished it after the end of the Ayyubid period, most notably Baybars,  al-Nasir 
Muhammad, and Qansuh al-Ghawri. Al-Nasir Muhammad took great care to ensure its  
usability all year round and to protect its grass from the scorching heat of Cairo in the 
summer. He had palm and fruit trees planted in it, presumably along the edges, and  
a number of wells dug and equipped with waterwheels (sawaqi, sing. saqiya) for 
its irrigation. He had it filled in with a special kind of rich black soil (called al-Ibliz), 
whence perhaps the origin of the name of Black Maydan. It was first illustrated at the 
beginning of the nineteenth century on the map of the Description de l’Égypte as  
an enclosed rectangle (approximately 220 by 100 metres) surrounded by stone walls 
on three sides and fed by at least one watercourse (qastal) that brought water from 
the well of Dar al-Baqar, opposite the old basatin of Sayf al-Islam.1

The basatin and mayadin, however, were outside the city proper. They formed 
a sort of cordon vert in the space between the Nile and the western boundaries of 
the city and around the Citadel (one exception was a maydan constructed by Sultan 
Baybars north of Cairo in the area of Hussayniyya in the 1260s). They were routinely 
the first victims of any urban expansion between the thirteenth and the end of the 
nineteenth century when the city was growing both towards the receding river and 
towards its southern satellite, al-Fustat. Except for the Qaramaydan, they had all long 
been gone when the urban expansion was redirected towards the desert to the north 
and east or across the Nile to the west in the twentieth century.

No large open green space existed in the urban core of medieval Cairo, and to 
some extent this was true of most cities of the central Islamic land between the 
eighth and nineteenth century. This is due in part to the arid climate prevalent in the 
Middle East, which made the maintenance and irrigation of a large green space a very 
difficult and costly endeavour. In medieval Cairo, which was situated three miles to 
the east of the river Nile, long aqueducts (majari, sing. majra) had to be constructed 
and wells had to be dug at various intervals to provide the Mamluk mayadin with 
water. No sultan seems to have deemed it worth his patronage to spend money and 
effort on providing any open public space similar to the European plazas, and the 

left, the restored saqiya of the palace  
of Amir Taz (c. 1350).

right, the majra intake tower built by sultan 
al-ghawri in the early 1500s as depicted  
in the Description de l’Égypte in the early 
19th century.
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people did not seem to have expected such an endowment as they did religious or 
charitable institutions and civic services. The public spaces in the city were thus con-
fined to its markets and the courtyards of its mosques.

Another reason for the dearth of plazas may lie in the conceptual distinction 
between private and public space in the traditional city, whereby entertainment was 
kept strictly within the confines of the private domain whereas communal spaces 
were devoted primarily to business and worship. In practice, however, this distinction 
was hard to enforce, to the chagrin of conservative commentators, many of whom 
noted with disapproval the scenes of debauchery that occurred when common 
 people were allowed to gather in the basatin and mayadin to celebrate holidays or 
to partake in royal ceremonies. Men and women are reported to have indulged in all 
sorts of illicit activities from dancing and singing to drinking, to eating hashish, to 
 frolicking and sometimes even outright sexual intercourse. Foreign conservative 
observers ascribed these practices to lax morals on the part of the Egyptian people.

medievAl seTTings And forms
We know very little about the layout of medieval basatin and much less about their 
patterns of maintenance and use. Irrigation and drainage were among the most 
important problems facing their designers, and they came up with some ingenious 
solutions, including aqueducts, subterranean drainage canals, water tanks and 
sawaqi (sing. saqiya, waterwheel). The remains of the aqueduct of Ibn Tulun in the  
al-Basatin area east of Cairo (ninth century), the entire waterworks system of wells, 
aqueducts and sawaqi around the Citadel of the Mountain and the  Qaramaydan 
(today named the maydan of Salah al-Din; thirteenth to fourteenth century), and  
the huge water intake tower of Sultan Qansuh al-Ghawri on the Nile Corniche today 
(early sixteenth century) are only the most impressive remnants of the waterways  
that crisscrossed medieval Cairo and fed its multiple mayadin and basatin, mansions, 
mosques, and asbila (sing. sabil, public drinking fountain).

Nor are we better informed about the various functions of basatin and their 
 double character as both private gardens and public parks depending on the occasion. 
We have vague descriptions of regular communal outings on festive days, in which 
rich and poor took part as spectators and sometimes actors. People lined up along 
the waterways or rented spaces in the tree-shaded basatin to observe the activities 
and celebrations, and take advantage of the occasion to indulge in normally frowned-
upon activities, such as dancing and singing, and other diversions, which often 
bordered on the religiously prohibited. Most notable are the festivals that preserved 
the memory of pre-Islamic ceremonies, such as the nawruz (the Persian New Year 
and a celebration of spring), the kasr al-khalij (the opening of the Nile canal to mark 
the peak of the yearly flood, the life-giver to Egypt), and the ‘Id al-Ghitas (perhaps 
an ancient rite of the Nile modified by Christian overtones). All were given an Islamic 
cachet of sorts, or at least an Egyptian one, and were occasionally sponsored by the 
state, especially in times of plenty.

On other, less formal and more private outings, rich patrons would organize majalis 
(settings, sing. majlis) in their basatin for scholars, poets, musicians and literati, who 
would gather to drink, sing and recite poetry, and indulge in adab debates. Despite 
their permissive outlook, these majalis were not seen as debauched entertainment. 
Many great learned men enthusiastically took part in them, such as ‘Imad al-Din al-
Katib al-Isfahani, Salah al-Din’s secretary and a trained jurist himself who left us vivid 
descriptions of the lively majalis he attended in the Cairo basatin. Some of these 
majalis took place in the open air, others in tents, and still others in special light 

An early mamluk representation of a  manzara 
in the mosaic of the Qa’a a- Ashrafiyya in the 
citadel of cairo.
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structures, which seem to have been adapted for the particular outdoor setting.  
Most notable among these architectural elements were the manzara and the maq’ad, 
both of which first appear as accoutrements of basatin during the Fatimid and 
 Ayyubid periods.

The word manzara is derived from the verb nazara, “to look, to watch”, which 
refers to the structure’s basic function as a place from where one looks out, perhaps 
the equivalent of a belvedere. In the Cairene basatin, a manzara appears to have 
been primarily a pavilion with numerous openings, small and large. But because of 
their presumably lightweight construction material such as wood, reed and textile,  
all manazir mentioned in the sources have disappeared. The only clues we have of 
their forms are occasional representations in contemporary Mamluk miniature  
paintings, such as the fifteenth-century illustrated manuscripts of Kalila wa Dimna, 
the Maqamat (séances) of al-Hariri, and the Iskandarnama, or those rare mosaic  
representations dating from the early Mamluk period in the Citadel of Cairo, in the 
funerary dome of al-Zahir Baybars in Damascus, and in the scenes repaired under 
Baybars and Qalawun at the Umayyad Mosque in Damascus.

The word maq’ad means “a place to sit” and is usually translated as loggia, but in 
the medieval Cairene context it appears to have denoted an upper floor or simply a 
raised rectangular loggia with an arcaded opening overlooking a courtyard, garden, 
or some other setting. If we can believe the sources, manazir and maqa’id dotted 
the medieval basatin’s waterfronts in Rawda Island and elsewhere, but it is very dif-
ficult from the available information to imagine whether they stood alone or in some 
prescribed formation and to what, if any, kind of structures they were attached. More-
over, the exact architectural difference between manazir and maqa’id is difficult to 
ascertain, although they were to become very distinct in later times when they both 
migrated to the urban residential architecture and became integral components of 
the Cairene courtyard house.

This process seems to have started in the late fourteenth century right around 
the time when the rule passed from the Qalawunids to the Circassian Burjis under 
Sultan Barquq (1382–1400). Huge suburban basatin were slowly subdivided into 
smaller urban plots in the Mamluk Burji (1382–1517) and later in the Ottoman period 
(1517–1805). This development, no doubt related to the shrinking base of wealth for 
the ruling amirs with the change of the Mamluk power structure, could also have been 
affected by the expansion of the city towards the ponds and the Nile bank. It resulted 
in the urbanization of the bustan and the interiorization of its functions.

This in turn restored the courtyard to its former central position, a position that it 
had lost during the Ayyubid and early Mamluk periods, when huge urban mansions, 
such as the palaces of Amir Alin Aq (1293), Amir Bashtak (1334–39), and Amir  Qawsun 
(1337) came with only small, service-oriented courtyards. Their main reception halls 
generally turned their backs on the courtyard and looked towards the outside street 
or birka (pond) depending on their location. The situation was reversed in Burji and 
Ottoman residences. The reception halls were arranged around, and opened onto, 
the large, planted courtyard with very few openings to the outside that were  heavily 
shielded by mashrabiyyas. The new arrangement became clear from as early as 
the middle of the fifteenth century, as shown in the few remaining Burji Mamluk and 
 Ottoman palaces down to the eighteenth century.

Not surprisingly, both manzara and maq’ad made a forceful appearance in Burji 
urban palaces. They migrated from open-air settings to the courtyard house and 
became the common reception spaces in Ottoman palaces, probably as a conse-
quence of the transposition of the bustan to the residence, and its reduction to an 

Above, the facade of the palace of Amir 
Bashtak (1331) on Bayn al-Qasryn street,  
with windows on two levels.

Below, courtyard-garden of the palace  
of Qasim Bey as depicted in the Description 
de l’Égypte in the early 19th century.
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urban courtyard-garden. From the fifteenth to the nineteenth century every  mid-sized 
Cairene house boasted a maq’ad with at least two arches, and larger houses some-
times had up to five arches, as in the case of the maq’ad of Amir Mamay (1490). The 
manzara adaptation to the new urban setting is less clear, since a  manzara is archi-
tecturally very similar to a common qa’a, with its raised iwans and central durqa’a.  
In the Ottoman period, it appears that the term manzara (by then pronounced 
 mandara) was used exclusively to designate a first-floor qa’a, which opened onto  
a courtyard and was used solely for receiving male guests. The most famous of these 
manzaras can be found in the Ottoman mansions of the seventeenth to the nine-
teenth century. As a remnant of their former open-air spatial arrangement, they all 
had shallow fountains with single-stream jets, usually located in the middle  
of their central durqa’as.

Top, the maq’ad of Amir mamay (1490).

left, an engraving by pascal coste showing 
an interior view of the summer salon of a 
house in Quartier-hauch kadan, cairo (1839).

right, view of the majlis in shubra palace, 
designed by pascal coste, 1820.
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More elaborate gardens began to be laid out in the otherwise functional courtyard 
that had always existed in Cairene palaces and residences beginning with the ninth-
century Fustat houses. They contained flowers and medicinal herbs, evergreen  
trees, and palm trees and vines. Their flowerbeds were sunk both for aesthetic and 
irrigation purposes. The palaces were given an introverted composition centring on 
the verdant courtyard, which could hardly have been seen from the street. Thus, the 
inevitable impression many pre-modern visitors, who had no access to private homes 
or their gardens, had was that Cairo was an overbuilt city that lacked green spaces.

nineTeenTh-cenTUrY developmenTs
The nineteenth century saw the expansion of the city towards the river. The process 
began with new basatin established by Muhammad Ali Pasha, his sons, sons-in-law 
and grandsons following the draining of the seasonal ponds to the south and west 
of the city and the stabilization of the riverbanks on both sides. These royal basatin 
were endowed with palaces and used both as jardins de plaisance and as orchards, 
plantations and nurseries. The earliest among them appear to have been the palace 
and garden of Shubra, designed by the French architect Pascal Coste for  Muhammad 
Ali in the mid-1820s, and the two no-longer-extant palaces, Qasr al-Rawda and 
 al-Qasr al-‘Ali (1835), that Ibrahim Pasha, Muhammad Ali’s son and successor, built on 
land granted him by his father on al-Rawda Island and in Bustan al-Khashshab, on 
the  eastern bank of the Nile. They followed on the heels of very timid attempts that 
appeared in Alexandria where Muhammad Ali built his first residences à la grecque 
and in the Citadel of Cairo where he built his more official Jawhara Palace and Harim 
Palace, completed between 1814 and 1827.

Each of the royal basatin had a palace or a pavilion, and sometimes more than 
one, built by a member of the royal family. These sumptuous structures, designed 

Baedeker map of cairo immediately after 
the reign of ismail pasha (1870), showing 
al-ismailiyya.
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Qasr al-dubara as it stands today  
in Tahrir square.

mostly by foreign architects attracted to Cairo by the patronage of the new ruling 
class, were the sites of the first truly Westernizing gestures in residential Cairene 
architecture. As landscape projects, the basatin cordoned the city off from the west  
and south and spread to the areas formerly occupied by the seasonal ponds of 
 Azbakiyya, al-Fil, al-Ratli and Qasim-Bey, the newly formed island of Gazira, and the 
west bank of the Nile at Giza and Imbaba. No new developments were initiated in  
the east of the city where the Mamluk North Cemetery (al-Qarafa al-Kubra) and the 
slopes of the rocky Muqattam Hills hindered construction and where water was 
scarce and hard to procure.

With very few exceptions, these basatin did not last long. Some were incor-
porated in a new district, al-Ismailiyya, designed à la française in the late 1860s by 
Ismail Pasha (r. 1863–79), the impatient modernizer who wanted to turn Egypt into a 
part of Europe despite all adverse circumstances. This grand urban project extended 
from the medieval city westwards towards the Nile along a north-south axis, with  
tree-lined avenues radiating from central squares to form star patterns modelled  
after the imperial Paris of Baron Haussmann. Planned in haste by the premier Egyptian 
reformer, Ali Pasha Mubarak, and a Haussmannian designer imported from France, 
Pierre Grand, the new district was meant to impress Ismail’s guests, the European 
monarchs who had been invited to Egypt for the inauguration of the Suez Canal in 
1869. But having borrowed heavily to bankroll his flamboyant projects, Ismail ended  
by bankrupting the country and was deposed in 1879 before the completion of 
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his Parisian-style district. Three years later, the British occupied Egypt,  ostensibly 
to secure the country’s repayment of its heavy debts, but ended up staying for 
 seventy-two years.

As part of the colonial financial measures, the khedival land-holding company 
 (al-da’ira al-saniya) was forcibly sold to pay for the debts incurred by Ismail.  
This spelled the loss of many of the remaining royal basatin and palaces, which were 
apportioned for real-estate development. Their sites ultimately formed the frame-
work upon which much of the phenomenally growing capital city rose in the early 
twentieth century. This included the posh quarters of Tahrir, Munira, Manial, Zamalek 
and Aguza. Consequently, only truncated green remnants were left: in the Azbakiyya 
Garden; in the Maydan al-Tahrir area where the two palaces of Dubara and  Ismailiyya 
once stood; in Garden City, which once formed part of Ibrahim Pasha’s plantation  
and High Palace (al-Qasr al-’Ali), but was developed as a model garden city under  
British colonial authorities; in the Gezira Club, Marriott Hotel and the Fish Garden,  
all pieces of a much larger landscaped bustan attached to the Gazira Palace Ismail 
completed in 1868 in time to house the Empress Eugenie whom he invited to attend 
the inauguration of the Suez Canal; and in the Orman Gardens (today the Giza Zoo) 
and the nearby University of Cairo, both standing on the grounds of the Gazira Palace, 
also built by Ismail.

ismailiyya and garden city from the Baedeker 
map of cairo of 1914.
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pOST-cOLOniAL chALLengeS
The 1952 revolution, led by the charismatic officer Gamal ‘Abd al-Nasir (r. 1954–70), 
adopted ambitious socialist modernization programmes, complete with land reforms 
and hastily implemented residential, industrial, educational and infrastructural 
 projects meant to herald a new age of progress. Expediency may have been behind 
the dearth of parks in the new urban developments of the 1960s to the north-east 
of the city, like the orthogonally planned Madinat Nasr (Victory City), and on the west 
banks of the Nile, such as Madinat al-Muhandisin (Engineers City). But land  shortage, 
demographic explosion and a heritage of separation between  public spaces and 
leisure may also have contributed to the little interest in providing government- 
sponsored, large housing projects with public green areas. This, of course, added 
to the pressure on the parks inherited from the royal era, which had been open to 
the public, and which now had to serve an ever-growing population with very limited 
budgets for upkeep.

The situation worsened with the laissez-faire infitah (opening up) economic pol-
icies introduced by Anwar al-Sadat (r. 1970–81) and carried forward by Husni Mubarak 
(r. 1981–2011) that opened Greater Cairo to the greed of developers and speculators 
who wanted to bulldoze every old building and appropriate every open green space 
to make way for bigger and more profitable constructions. This accelerated the 
destruction of even the very small gardens left around some of the old villas in the 
same quarters that once formed parts of larger parks. Furthermore, many of the left-
over palatial gardens and the verdant promenades along the river banks were given 
away to exclusive luxury hotels and expensive clubs and restaurants, which were 
beyond the means of the general public. Even the small patches of agricultural land 
on the left bank of the Nile, which were forgotten amid urban incursions in the Ahram 
(Pyramid), and the western flanks of al-Muhandisin areas have disappeared in the 
last decade of the twentieth century under pressure of an ever-swelling population 
with its unrelenting demands for more housing, more roads and more shopping malls.

One unusual landscape project of the same period offered some relief for the 
green-space-hungry city. This was the thirty-hectare al-Azhar Park donated by His 
Highness the Aga Khan and developed by the Aga Khan Trust for Culture between 
1992 and 2005 as part of a larger rehabilitation project of the adjacent historic district 
of al-Darb al-Ahmar and the uncovering and restoration of the Ayyubid Walls that ran 
along the western edge of the Park. The Park itself is a phenomenal feat of soil engi-
neering and landscape design. Built over the historic landfill of Kiman al-Barqiyya, a 
mound of garbage that accumulated over seven hundred years outside the walled 
city, it required the excavation, removal and replacement of more than 1.5 million 
cubic metres of soil. It is also uniquely significant in that it is located in the poor sec-
tion of Cairo, which had no open green spaces since the building up of the Mamluk 
mayadin, and is sandwiched between the Historic City and the Northern Qarafa, 
the medieval cemetery with its magnificent funerary monuments. The Park, cleverly 
managed and equipped to service a range of economic classes, quickly became a 
destination for both tourists and locals for its leisurely paths, abundant fountains and 
green groves, but especially for the vistas it offers onto the Historic City. Unfortu-
nately, no other recent project in Greater Cairo, not even the many beautifully land-
scaped clubs in the new posh satellite cities to the north of the city on both sides of 
the Nile, compares with al-Azhar Park in its rootedness in its urban and historical con-
texts or its civic and environmental commitment.

In conclusion, what are we to make of this brief history of green spaces in Cairo? 
The first point is the need to historicize the perception of the city as a drab, crowded 

Satellite view of madinat nasr.
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urban expanse and to locate it in its proper timeframe. The second, and perhaps 
opposite, point is to understand both the advantages and limitations of learning from 
history. Clearly, there is no particular model to be recovered as far as the basatin or 
mayadin are concerned. They belonged to a lifestyle that is gone and is irrecover-
able. The landscaping of the khedival basatin was imported wholesale from Europe 
with varying degrees of success in adaptation to the local environment. (One particu-
larly successful import were the Banyan trees brought from Bengal to line the roads 
circling the Gazira [present-day Zamalek] when it was made into the park for Ismail’s 
palace.) Furthermore, these pre-modern green spaces depended on a system of 
patronage that is impossible to replicate today. But they also offer many architectural 
and horticultural elements that can be revived and reintroduced, not out of nostalgia 
alone but also because they have proven that they function well within the prevail-
ing environmental and social constraints of Egypt. Thus, maqa’id and manazir can 
form the basis of a typology of indigenous architectural elements of landscaping and 
viewing. Similarly, medieval irrigation tools, techniques and native plants could be 
incorporated in the design of parks both as claims to an “authentic landscape” and 

Al-darb al-Ahmar and al-Azhar park beyond.
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1  The maydan and its irrigation are  studied  
in detail in Nasser Rabbat, The Citadel of Cairo:  
A New Interpretation of Royal Mamluk Architec-
ture, E. J. Brill, Leiden, 1995.
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as tried and proven good solutions for sensible use of water and soil, for shading and 
greening, and for decoration.

But the most important lesson to be learned from the historical record, in my 
opinion, is related more to devising a strategy for survival than to influencing the 
actual design of new parks. Basatin and mayadin, and later on small villa gardens, 
disappeared because they offered attractive sites for the development of much more 
profitable real estate. Speculators and contractors, as well as state agencies respon-
sible for housing, saw in them obvious targets, already plotted and irrigated though 
neglected, disputed and therefore easy and cheap to acquire. They were in a way  
the victims of their own success. Could we devise a design strategy – in addition to 
the much-needed legal and zoning devices – that would ensure the survival of public 
green spaces in the heart of the ever-growing metropolis? That is the real challenge 
facing the city and its planners as they ponder solutions to its seemingly insurmount-
able problems of population explosion, resources depletion, environmental degrada-
tion, infrastructural exhaustion and severe social inequalities.
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An innovative city park has the potential to be both the playground and the power-
house of a new, urban ecology and economy. Al-Azhar Park was motivating in its 
 promise and purpose in that all the prerequisites of a great urban park project were 
present simultaneously:
 ‣ an intention to transform Cairo;
 ‣ an opportunity in terms of space and location;
 ‣ the capacity for access and action;
 ‣ the ability to organize sustainable management.

The Park was planned with the realization that the remnant topography of the mounds 
of accumulated rubble must be removed, some one million cubic metres, and then 
reworked to create a composite and credible landform. The convincing elevations 
achieved offered spectacular view opportunities off site and the rolling slopes made 
for an easily walkable landscape. Although entirely man-made, the Park has a light 
sense of nature about it in its form and flow.

Earthmoving machines sculpted the wasteland extensively to reconfigure a natur- 
alistic range of hills and slopes. It was, indeed, an additional distinction that in the 
process the significant remains – 1.3 kilometres long – of the buried Ayyubid-era 
city wall was unearthed, which was a clear heritage bonus. Positively dramatic in its 
impact, with crenellated battlements and great cylindrical towers, it is a  magnificent 
background and the proposed layout of the new Park was creatively adapted to 
engage with the fortified Wall. The resultant urban ravine, half park, half heritage,  
is a unique feature and a profound promenading experience.

The final earthworks created clear vantage points as hilltop belvederes that benefit 
from the physical and psychological elevation from the main planes of the Park and 
city. They are undoubtedly the genii locorum of the Park below. Even the  traffic noise 
seems dissipated at their level. Their panoramic skyline-views of mosques, minarets 
and more are breath-taking and memorable, especially on a clear day, or at sunset.

The dominant landscape architectural feature of the site is the Grand Axis, with  
its bold cross-park alignment. A view shaft of stepped, longitudinal space, it runs 
from the Citadel view Restaurant, fixed on the distant Citadel view, and is  exotically 
reinforced by flanking colonnades of royal palms. As a composition, it is both 
 magnificent and irresistibly photogenic. Its attraction to visitors is clearly seen in the 
delighted promenading crowds, on any day. This route overlooks the pattern of the 
terraced formal gardens and accesses them with ease and elegance. They are laid out 

opposite page, the grand Axis.

Above, scrupulous maintenance of the park.

lAndscAping, plAnning 
And design

ANTHONY WAIN
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to display the geometries and proportions of traditional Islamic garden design and, 
even when flowerless in winter, their clipped hedges display an eye-catching pattern. 
In summer, their plantings are vibrant with colour.

The Grand Axis steps down the site, connecting as it passes with the generous 
entrance plaza, alive with interactive fountains, a rare thrill in Cairo, then pivoting 
onto a sub-axis focused on the view bisecting the Lakeside Café. It overlooks the 
man-made lake, which is artfully shaped and naturalized with water’s edge plantings. 
By design, it is especially contemplative.

The architectural form of the main buildings in the Park is essentially that of articu-
lated pavilions in crisp, modern versions of the local vernacular. Each is differentiated 
through their specific design responses to site, purpose and style. By intention, they 
are integral to the overall landscape design. Their internal play with light and shade 
is sophisticated, but playful. As all good park pavilions do, they frame viewpoints and 
complete view compositions. They are prominent, but perforated, becoming less 
dominant as the complementary plantings of trees and shrubs in their vicinity mature. 
The hard landscape connecting the built elements with the formal landscape is luxuri-
ous in quality and elaborate in pattern. It is an energizing element by day and even 
more so by night, when subtle area lighting design changes the visitor’s perception 
of the Park and creates an exceptional, festive environment, but as safe as in daylight. 
The Park at night is cool and bright and so increases the confidence of visitors and 
the available hours for beneficial access and relaxation.

The buildings are strategically placed to intersect with axes and connect with the 
subdued, freeform landscape of sinuous paths on various circuits. The Park itself is  
a rambling, stroll garden; paths weave around, up and down the gently transversable 
slopes and connect the many attractions like the play park, while eateries are to be 
found embedded in the more densely wooded areas, orchards and plantations.

Above, shadow play with climate control. 

Below, articulations and perforations.

right, water play in a classical way.
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Prominent axes and plazas in the paving pattern are surfaced with polished cut 
 granite and marble tiles and show splendid workmanship, where the shared luxury 
benefits the self-esteem of both the Park and its visitors. It is noticeable on the 
ground that visitors behave very respectfully in such enclaves, thoroughly enjoying 
an extraordinary level of quality and detail in their environment. The same is true  
of the Park’s furniture, which is dignified and dignifying at the same time. This is  
most significant in a shared environment when good park manners are a prerequisite 
of easy coexistence.

WATer
The waterworks of the Park, both irrigation and ornamental, are responsible not only 
for the survival of the plantings in an inhospitable growing environment, but also 
for creating an engaging and holistically healthy green space. By spray and by drip 
the Park is well watered and washed. In their turn, the grown trees and shrubs now 
 effectively filter the dust and pollutants from the air – a small gesture, but welcome  
in Cairo. The microclimate is benevolent, as much for the people as for the plants.  
It is touching that the waters of the Nile now water these hilltop gardens, just as the 
gardens of antiquity were once watered.

Water for horticulture is unobtrusive; on the other hand, water for amusement 
and spectacle is a clear, connective element in the layout and flamboyantly  exhibited, 
specifically along the Grand Axis in rills, pools and fountains. The Park’s lake is the 

Above, cross water vistas.

following pages, the main spine during 
the peak period.
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focal terminus of the water system and most rewarding in its scale and outlook. It 
is totally convincing and creates a restful atmosphere for strollers and those who 
choose it as a prime site for picnics. The clarity and purity of these water features 
invite physical contact, and are irresistible to children and even adults of all ages. 
Clean water for play in the Park is a great luxury and a joy that is emotionally charged.

horTicUlTUre
Refined standards of horticultural practice were tried and tested during the construc-
tion of al-Azhar Park. The soil mechanics are noteworthy; the shaped rubble and fill was  
topped off with an impervious membrane. On top of this a 4.5-metre-thick layer of 
selected subsoil was spread and this covered with a further 500 millimetres of good 
topsoil, compost and additives. Despite the technical difficulties of fixing soil, specifi-
cally wet soil on steep slopes, all technical impediments were eventually overcome, 
as seen today.

Combinations of native (local) and xerophytic (drought-adapted) exotic plants and 
trees were trialled and tested. High-salt tolerance was a parameter in final plant selec-
tion. Massive numbers of plants, trees and palms were either propagated or grown 
and collected in off-site nurseries and today this continues on a smaller scale on site. 
The planting design was deliberate in its reinforcement of the spatial intentions of 
the layout and the desired visual character and function of the Park. Moreover, it is 
 beautiful! Since the original plantings were made, pragmatic, purposeful adaptations 

The lakeside café in its water’s edge setting.
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have been carried out and the ensemble is producing fine horticultural results.  
The scale of the structure plantings in avenues, orchards and woodlands has  
been highly successful, and the palm groves are especially outstanding. For a young 
park, al-Azhar Park already shows an impressive planting character and quality.

LAndScApe mAinTenAnce And mAnAgemenT
Park maintenance and management may sound dull, but, as with a living landscape, 
are possibly the most important aspects of success.

A park is fragile, a place in which wear and tear, normal attrition, not necessarily 
vandalism, must be offset by proactive recuperative management. The Park must, 
above all, remain inviting and hospitable. Major efforts go annually into the creative 
pruning of partial shade trees – canopies are lifted for access and surveillance – and 
the creation of space. Many trees around the slopes are topped to preserve the 
 quality of the panoramic views. It is always calculated and conservative, as good 
growth is precious and not to be squandered.

The horticultural finesse is repeated annually when the exhausted lawns are top-
dressed and over-seeded with Winter Rye grasses to re-green them. These rejuven- 
ated lawns are bright green and confirm that quality management is in place and 
proactive. This technique is normally reserved for elite golf courses, not public parks. 
Physically cleaning the Park – paving, water features, furniture and all – is carried out 
quietly and scrupulously, with the ongoing work seldom noticed.

While landscape maintenance simply requires repetitive care for the gardens, 
management of people in the landscape requires patience, a clear vision and pur-
pose. Al-Azhar Park has such a management team, whose expertise and dedication  
to the quality of the Park’s green space are evident in its appearance and its success.

Top left, horticulture, setting the scene.

Top right, composite plantings.

Bottom left, the gardening cycle.

Bottom right, architectonic landscape.
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Social Motivation
To integrate meaningful and sustainable green space into city planning, the lifestyle 
aspirations of city dwellers, especially in stressed cities, like Cairo, have been cham-
pioned in recent times and so created a humanitarian agenda for “liveable cities”. 
Hence the motivation for city parks to fundamentally improve city living conditions. 
In addition, planners and engineers had recognized that green spaces in cities can 
seldom be dedicated to just a single function, be it practical or recreational.  Efficient 
cities demand multi-purpose spaces that can serve several functions and roles 
 simultaneously and compatibly. Al-Azhar Park competently assimilated the three new 
potable water reservoirs in its grading and planning.

Over time, as the Park has grown in, it has established a certain dignity of place, 
further enhanced by the quality and diversity of the green spaces it offers. However, 
the prime purpose of parks is not a horticultural one but a social one. They offer 
respite from crowded cities. They promote interaction in a mannered environment; 
civility among visitors one to another is demonstrated and encouraged, taught by 
example. The elderly and children, parents and families, schoolchildren and students, 
lovers and the lonely all mix, part of a passing show. While the other physical bene- 
fits of park-based activities have long been recognized, the fundamental upliftment  
of uninhibited socializing is often overlooked.

Sitting out of doors in the shade, conversation, eating and socializing with family 
and friends, and even greeting strangers in passing, are very much part of the Cairo 
culture. A vital part of a greater social cohesion and communication. In many families’ 
histories, the Park has become the venue of choice for family picnics and celebra-
tions. The Park landscape is both the stage and the backdrop for shared memories 
(the intangibility of nostalgia) and the frequent photography of this age (the  tangible 
selfie!). In formal wedding photographs to casual snaps, al-Azhar Park and Cairo’s 
 historic skyline are instantly recognizable and accepted as an aspirational landscape.

concluSion
Al-Azhar Park is a modern multi-purpose and multifunctional planned project. Com-
pre hensive and inclusive planning and programming were clearly the seeds of its 
 success and underpinned its sustainability and relevance to the community. A pay-
to-enter policy was not an impediment. Parks can create both a sense of well-being, 
goodwill and value in desperate communities by becoming common ground. If the 
economy of a park can likewise generate and support economic diversification  
and sustainability in its neighbourhood, and beyond in its offering to its host city, 
then it becomes social and economic infrastructure and an example to all of a “green 
alternative”. Only with a ‘Public-Private Partnership’ in place does al-Azhar Park confer 
such confidence and sustainability.

Taken together, all the components and details of architecture, landscape archi-
tecture, horticultural science and human psychology have been considered, manipu-
lated and managed to make a better microclimate and a better mental and physical 
environment for visitors. Comfort and peace together in the Park. In the future, the 
Park has capacity for further elaboration and amenity.

So how does one complete a review of a park like al-Azhar? It is probably best 
done by popular expression; though once considered intangible, it is now entirely 
tangible. The turnstiles tell the truth: two million people a year, and at peak 40,000 
visitors in a single day, now enjoy the Park on major festive occasions.  
In addition, the Internet guru, Trip Advisor, proclaims in its website Top Tourist attrac-
tions for Cairo, the Pyramids as No. 1 and al-Azhar Park as No. 15. Quite remarkable!

top, peace in the park.

Middle, places for people.

Bottom, formal green space.

opposite page, the entrance plaza with 
 engaging, interactive fountains.
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